
A THEOLOGY AND SPIRITUALITY 
OF WORK



INTRODUCTION

•Work is a pervasive 
part of everyday life
•What is work? What is 

its meaning? What are 
its purposes? How 
should we work?



“We rarely pause to reflect on 
work itself- its nature, history, 
present shape, and proper place 
within our lives” (Lee Hardy, The 
Fabric of this World, 4).



COMMON NOTIONS ABOUT WORK

• Work is an order of necessity- “we work to live” (survive)
• Work is paid employment, a job or what you are paid to 

do
• a means to earn a living or income to support yourself
• Work gives us worth and identity (“we live to work”)
• “we work in order to achieve wealth in order to achieve 

leisure” (capitalist) and one might add, to gain freedom 
and security



FILIPINO CONCEPT OF WORK

• Hanapbuhay = hanap + buhay

• Synonyms: kabuhayan – lit., “means of living”

ikinabubuhay- lit., “to cause or be the 
cause of life”



FILIPINO CONCEPT OF WORK

• Work and life are 
intimately connected

• Works affirms and 
sustains life

• Work is part of human life; 
it is life-giving
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• Hanapbuhay to mabuhay

• Buhay (life) to buhay (alive)

• Abundant life



DEFINITION

• Work /wərk/ - activity involving mental or physical effort 
done in order to achieve a purpose or result 
(google.com.ph)
• Work is the expenditure of energy (manual, mental or 

both) in the service of others, which brings fulfilment to 
the worker, benefit to the community, and glory to God 
(John Stott)
• Any positive purposeful activity involving mental, 

emotional or physical energy, or all three, whether 
remunerated or not (Paul Stevens).



HANAPBUHAY
PARA MABUHAY
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A.  GOD WORKS

• The triune God works and continues to 
work

• God the Father created the world 
through God the Son and exists in God 
the Holy Spirit (Moltmann)



“Unless we are able to see the creative purposes of 
God at work in the whole of creation we are 
unlikely to make much progress in the sphere of 
work” (John Goldingay and Robert Innes, God at 
Work, 1994:21)

GOD WORKS



GOD WORKS

• God is portrayed in the Bible as among other things, 
an architect and builder (Prov. 8: 27-31), a doctor-
healer (Mk. 2: 12, 17), teacher (Mt. 7:28-29), 
gardener/farmer (Gen. 2: 8-9; 3:8), shepherd (Ps. 23), 
potter (Jer. 18:1-9) 
• God is at work not only in creation but also in 

providence (preserving and sustaining creation),
redemption of humankind, sanctification, and the re-
creation of the world. 



GOD WORKS

• Kingdom of God -God working to 
fulfil his purposes for his creation
• the main use of “work” in the NT is 

metaphorical. “Work” in the NT is 
a kingdom ministry (P. Stevens)

• The work of believers therefore is 
to participate in God’s work 
through faith (cf. Jn. 6:29; Phil. 2: 
13; I Cor. 3:9- “co-workers”; cf. Mk. 
16:20)  



B.  WORK  IS AN ESSENTIAL EXPRESSION 
OF GOD’S IMAGE IN US

• “image of God”-We are God-like 
and created to relate with him, 
with fellow human beings and 
with creation- relational beings

• The image of God is what makes 
us human

• Work “represents a fundamental 
aspect of human existence”( Pope 
John Paul II). 
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• Filipino core value- kapwa; pakikipagkapwa

• In any kind of activity, the whole of his personality is 
involved

• Sensitivity to one’s and other’s feelings

• Dangal 

• Harmonious relationships make a Filipino works better 



IMAGE OF GOD

• “Dominion” is a royal term 
(Gen. 1:26-28)
• “To work it and take care 

of it” (Gen. 2:15) can be 
literally translated as 
“serve it” and 
“watch/protect it” 



IMAGE OF GOD

• To have dominion is the 
cultural mandate 
• “Culture is both a gift of God 

and the fruit of human 
activity” (Peter Marshall).
• To work is to be God-like. It is 

to be human. Human beings 
are God’s representatives or 
vice-regents in the world to 
develop it and care for it.
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• When we work we participate in God’s 
providence (to provide for and sustain the world)

• It is mainly through work that God provides for us 
(cf. 2 Thes. 2:10) (hanapbuhay)



• “When we see our work in the light of God’s work, 
we can see God’s hand in our everyday tasks.” 
(Gordon Preece)
• To be created in the image of God is to be creative

(maparaan)



C.  REST IS NECESSARY IF WE ARE TO 
AVOID MAKING AN IDOL OF WORK

And on the seventh day God 
finished his work that he had 
done, and he rested on the 
seventh day from all his work 
that he had done. So God 
blessed the seventh day and 
made it holy… (Gen. 2: 2-3)
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SABBATH-REST

• God’s rest was not mere 
cessation; it was refreshment 
(Ex. 31:17), celebration (he 
delighted in his work- “very 
good”) and put creation in its 
place (it is good but not God)



SABBATH-REST

Two archetypal images of salvation
• Exodus (symbolized by the Feast of Passover)

• Sabbath - a weekly reminder that God is in 
charge; that we live by God’s work



SABBATH-REST

• The Sabbath command in 
Exodus (20: 8-11) is based on 
the creative work of God (v. 
11). To keep the Sabbath holy 
is to imitate God’s rest
• But in the parallel command in 

Deuteronomy 5:12-15, it is 
based on redemption



SABBATH-REST

“Life contains work but is not identical with work; it receives 
its identity as it is related to God and allowed to enjoy God's 
work. In keeping with this, man and woman’s first day of life 
is the Sabbath (Gen. 2: 1-3)” (Janzen) 



“Rest is not merely cessation but appropriation. There is a 
positive meaning to sabbath… Israel was commanded to 
enjoy the day. Rest is a state of body, mind and soul that is 
essential for health, both physical and spiritual. It involves 
restoring balance, rejuvenating energies, regaining 
perspective, allowing our emotional energies to recover, 
being in harmony with our own bodies and, especially, 
enjoying God.” (Stevens).



SABBATH-REST

Salvation is rest
• Matthew 11:28-30

• Hebrews 4: 6, 9, 10
6 Therefore since it still remains for 
some to enter that rest.. 9 There 
remains, then, a Sabbath-rest for the 
people of God; 10 for anyone who enters 
God’s rest also rests from their 
works,[e] just as God did from his.
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https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Hebrews%204&version=NIV


SABBATH-REST

• Rest can be a spiritual act
Isaiah 58:13-14

13 “If you keep your feet from breaking the Sabbath
and from doing as you please on my holy day,
if you call the Sabbath a delight
and the LORD’s holy day honorable,
and if you honor it by not going your own way
and not doing as you please or speaking idle words,

1 4 then you will find your joy in the LORD,
and I will cause you to ride in triumph on the heights of the land
and to feast on the inheritance of your father Jacob.”
For the mouth of the LORD has spoken.



SABBATH-REST

The Fall corrupted God’s image in us
• work has been degraded to sweat and toil (Gen. 3: 17-

19)
• alienation between God and humans, between fellow 

humans, between humans and the rest of creation 
makes work a source of pain and suffering
• Technology and culture have become a means to cope 

with alienation (Gen. 4: 19-24)
• Work has become a source of danger. 

• Work becomes an idol we worship



SABBATH-REST

“Sabbath is what our leisure-hungry and work-
addicted culture desperately needs… In the deepest 
sense we do not keep sabbath; the sabbath keeps 
us... Sabbath keeps us focused on the heart of God, 
the intentions for God in the world, the playfulness 
of God” (Stevens) 



D.  WORK IS FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE 
COMMUNITY AND SERVICE OF GOD 

• The work we do to provide for 
our own needs is something we 
owe to society (2 Thes. 3: 10-12)

• Income we earn enables us to 
extend our generosity to people 
in need (Eph. 4:28; cf. Prov. 
31:20). 

• Work benefits the community. It 
is a way of serving others.



Bayanihan

• Spirit of cooperation and 
camaraderie; familial spirit

• Collaborative spirit that 
creates synergistic results

• Bayani – “to be a hero to each 
other” philippinetintaawards.com



• For Christians, there is an element of 
witness in the work they perform (I 
Tim. 5:8; I Thes. 4: 10- 12)

• Through our work God is glorified
• Hebrew avoda- work, worship, 

service
• Work as service for God is rooted in 

God’s calling for people to their tasks 
and occupation.



E.  WORK AS DIVINE VOCATION

“Vocation”

Latin: vocare- “to call,”      
“summon”

vocatio- “calling”

Greek: klesis ekklesia
(“church”)



MISUNDERSTANDINGS

1. Secular misunderstanding

WORK = 



• Consequence: professionalization of work and ministry

”Without a deep sense of calling, many people drift into a 
toxic mix od drivenness expressed in workaholism and the 
compulsive pursuit of leisure” (Paul Stevens)



MISUNDERSTANDINGS

2. Ecclesiastical misunderstanding

Pastors
missionaries

Teachers
Social workers

Medical professionals

Lawyers
Businesspeople

Engineers



MISUNDERSTANDINGS

3. Reformational misunderstanding

VOCATION = “station in life” (social place)- I Cor 7:17



THE BIBLICAL CONCEPT OF VOCATION

Greek, klesis (“call,” “calling”)

Often associated with God or 
Jesus who calls (Rom. 11:29; Mat. 
2:15; 4:21; Rom. 8:30; 9:24; I Cor. 
1:9)

OT: call language is used 
primarily for the people of God



Three dimensions (P. Stevens)
• To belong to God and his people (Rom. 1:6-7) 

(Belonging)
• To be God’s people to the praise of his glory (I Cor. 

1:24,26; I Thes. 4:7; 2 Tim. 1:9) (Being)
• To bless and be a blessing by doing God’s work and 

to enter into his service (Ex. 19:6; Mk. 3:13-14; I Pet. 
2:9-10) (Blessing)



VOCATION
(GORDON SMITH)

1. General calling
2. Specific Calling

3. Immediate calling



KLAUS BOCHMUEL’S CONCEPT OF 
VOCATION

Human vocation

Christian 
vocation

Personal 
vocation



VOCATION

Three Full-time Jobs (human vocation) 
(Stevens)

1. Communion with God
2. Community
3. Co-creators



CHRISTIAN VOCATION

Congregation

Family

Personal
(Spirituality)

Sabbath
(rest, play, 
worship, 
celebration

Society

Neighbour



Calling means that our lives are so lived as a summons of Christ that 
the expression of our personalities and the exercise of our spiritual 
gifts and natural talents are given direction and power precisely 
because they are not done for themselves, our families, our business or 
even humankind but for the Lord, who will hold us accountable for 
them (Os Guinness)



VOCATIONAL DISCERNMENT

Clarity about vocation- a mark of spiritual maturity (G. 
Smith)

1. Basic structure- Eph. 4:1

2. Our identity in Christ 

3. Vocational integrity (Rom. 12)

- moral, relational, vocational integrity



VOCATIONAL DISCERNMENT

Four questions to know self (Smith)
1. What are my gifts and abilities
2. What is the deepest desire in my heart
3. Where do I profoundly sense the needs of this world 

and feel the brokenness in God’s creation
4. What is my unique personality and temprerament





CONCLUSION

Re-integrating spirituality and work (encountering God in our work)
• A sense of vocation (calling)

• One’s work as an occasion to cultivate and develop Christian virtues (Gal. 5: 22-23; I 
Thes 1:3) and attitudes (Mt. 5: 1-13)

• Integration of faith and work (for our faith to bear on our work and work situation)

• What motivates us to do well, to excel?

• Work as service 

• Work as worship


